Roadmap – Version 7.5

- Deployment on track for Sunday 9/25/16
- Release Resources (weblabs, videos, manuals)
  - v7.5 Video: http://learn.pcc.com/help/pcc-7-5-release-video/
  - v7.5 Manual: http://learn.pcc.com/help/pcc-7-5-release/
  - Weblabs
    - Wed Sep 21, 2016 12:30 pm EDT
    - Thu Sep 22, 2016 3:30 pm EDT

PCC v7.5 Highlights

Partner
- ICD-10 updates for use beginning 10/1/16
  - snomedmap: Favorite SNOMEDs mapped to Deleted or Modified 2017 ICD-10
  - Modified Descriptors List
- Secondary e-claims will accommodate attachment codes
- Reporting on CARC codes added
- Policies will be stored distinctly
  - Partner will understand when primary and secondary are the same carrier!!!
PCC v7.5 Highlights

PCC EHR:
- ICD-10 updates for use beginning 10/1/16
- New status options on EHR schedule
  - Ins/Billing
  - Ready for Checkout
  - Custom Statuses

ICD-10 2017 Updates

- 1943 New codes
- 422 Revisions
  - Only 50 ever billed by all PCC Users
- 305 Deletions
  - Only 75 ever billed by all PCC Users

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coding/ICD10/Downloads/2017ICD10-CodeTab\les-Index.zip

1943 New ICD-10s
50 of 422 Revisions

75 of 305 Deletions

Mapping Tools

- Partner
  - snomedmap
- EHR
  - Billing Configuration
    - Search by ICD
Billing Configuration

- ICD-10 Default Diagnoses

-25 Modifier

“Significant, Separately Identifiable Evaluation and Management Service by the Same Physician or Other Qualified Health Care Professional on the Same Day of the Procedure or Other Service”

-25 Modifier

“E&M may be prompted by the condition which required the procedure”
Reading the Carrier's Response

- Billing
  - Policy provisions result in rejection
  - Billable to patient, perhaps?

Vs.

- Coding
  - Improper code selection results in rejection
  - Unlikely the carriers could determine, unless outside clinician's specialty

Sept 2016 AAP Coding Newsletter

- Normal Newborn vs. Hospital Care
  - Examples of "normal"
  - Big RVU differences

- Multiple services
- Procedures
- Coding for Breastfeeding

http://talk.pcc.com/groups/pcc-talk/messages/topic/5XfX1ylIUc8JEqDMNTtdcA/ 

What Questions Do You Have?
Feature Demo?

Next Coding Weblab:
Wed 10/18/16
3pm EST
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